String Trio of New York

Ensemble members:  
James Emery--guitar (composer)  
John Lindberg--bass  
Rob Thomas--violin

Title of the commissioned work:  
The River of Orion

Instrumentation:  
guitar; bass; violin.

Composer’s Statement:  
“The work consists of 5 movements which involve notated material composed using established methods and 4 movements which feature diverse improvisational concepts arising from both standard and neoteric creative impulses.”

Length of the work:  
55 Minutes

Recording:  
Available. Please contact the artist directly.

Stated Technical Requirements:  
“Sound system if space seats over 600. Sound reinforcement for guitar in smaller spaces.”

Contact Information:  
Composer:  
James Emery  
Booking contact person:  
James Emery  
Phone:  
845-987-8484  
Cell phone:  
845-987-0537  
Email:  
jamem@warwick.net  
Website:  
www.s3ny.org